
100-277V过UL认证LED日光灯管

产品名称 100-277V过UL认证LED日光灯管

公司名称 深圳市奋勇光电有限公司

价格 1.00/只

规格参数 类型:LED日光灯管
型号:FY-T8-288
外径尺寸:D26*1200（mm）

公司地址 深圳市宝安区西乡街道南昌社区南昌第二工业区
伟业创新工业园F栋五楼

联系电话 0755-61190333

产品详情

类型 LED日光灯管 型号 FY-T8-288
外径尺寸 D26*1200（mm） 灯光颜色 白
材质 PC+铝材 供电电压 100-277（V）
功率 18（W） 光通量 1600（LM）
寿命 100000（H）

fy lighting co., ltd.

product instruction

led t8 tube



tel: 86-755-61190333 ext818 fax: 86-755-61190333-817  

websit:www.ledtubeschina.com e-mail: seven.fy@fenyonglighting.com

address: 5thf, block f, weiye innovation industrial, hangcheng rd., bao an district, shenzhen, china.

ⅰ.general description

led tube light adopts the new type led as the light source, high efficiency and energy-saving; using the standard t8
tube’s end caps, makes it easy to install and replace the traditional fluorescent lamp.

the reflector kit is t8 led tube lamp; the rating is100~277vac, 60 hz, 9 w for model fy-t8-600,14w for model,fy-t8-900,
18w for model fy-t8-1200, 22w for model fy-t8-1500,24w for model. fy-t8-1800 retrofit kit consists of led tube lamp (1
pc), installation instruction (1 pc).

this product must be installed in accordance with the applicable installation code by a person familiar with the
construction and operation of the product and the hazards involved.

warning – risk of fire or electric shock. install these kits only in the luminaries that has the construction features and
dimensions shown in the photographs and/or drawings.

do not make or alter any open holes in an enclosure of wiring or electrical components during kit installation.

warning - risk of fire or electric shock. reflector kit installation requires knowledge of fluorescent lighting luminaries
electrical systems. if not qualified, do not attempt installation. contact a qualified electrician.

warning – to prevent wiring damage or abrasion, do not expose wiring to edges of sheet metal or other sharp objects.

warning - risk of fire or electric shock. the electrical rating of these products are100~277vac, the installer must
determine whether they have 100~277vac at the luminaire before installation.

“the retrofit assembly is accepted as a component of a fluorescent luminaire where the suitability of the combination
shall be determined by csa or authorities having jurisdiction.”

the end retrofit luminaire has been modified and can no longer operate the originally intended lamp.

do not use with dimmer.

do not use in totally enclosed luminaires.



this device is not intended for use with emergency exits.

these lamps works on line voltage and require all ballasts and starters to be removed before the bulb is to be installed in
the fixture.

only use in 1-lamp surface-mounted style luminaire.

retrofit used without lens luminaries.

use in dry locations.

outside measurement:
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